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ABSTRACT

Article history:

Users need more efficient and more secure when they use the Internet.
Password authentication code (PAC) is the critical issue in many applications
such as web-sites and data base systems etc. In this paper, PAC between two
users to confirm authentication between them based two factors has
presented. Two factors is the most good solution in this field. A legitimate
user needs to make sure about his partner to ensure their communication.
So, this solution produces two important algorithms, the first one is utilized
the Diffie-Hellman which considered the base of this work. The second is
routing in message passing networks (RMPN) algorithm which determine
the positions of bits which sent to specific party. The overall of this method
convincingly to be more secure against both online and offline attacks.
This scheme has some advantages such as secrecy of session key,
password privacy, and mutual authentication. The performance and security
analyses prove that the scheme is very efficient and mathematically immune
for attackers.
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1.

INTRODUCTION
One of the most techniques is PAC which is a phrase that gives a permission to the user for
accessing more resources of computer such as messages, programs, files, etc. This method used to distinguish
the unauthorized user do not allow to access a specific resources. When the users used the internet
applications so the password should be top secret key that nobody could guess [1]. Many users use password
that is very easy and restricted alphanumeric such as their phone numbers and names [2]. Main one drawback
in the design of password schemes is that password lengths are usually short. Thus, a password authentication
system and the method thereof are disclosed [3]. Most methods used hybrid password which involves shape
and text [4-7]. These methods add the complexity on the schemes according to the user-side. The advantage
of short length password is that it is easy to be remembered by the users. But this feature still is a problem
since it easier for attackers.
Later on, various password based schemes have been introduced by researchers for diverse
applications [8-16]. Therefore, researchers introduced such authentication scheme that utilized two-factor
approach in order to offer more safety. 2-Factor Authentication (2FA) is a very suitable with principles of
user authentication. A user-a sends his password to the user-b for authentication. The user-b asks the user-a
to send his second factor when it ensures from matching of user-a password with a user-b. The user-a gains
permit to reach a user-b resources when his first factor and his second factor have validity in the user-b [17].
Biometric methods achieved in some papers [18, 19] to confirm the user identity by concluding
biometric features such as finger print, iris, .etc. Although, these schemes use unique biometrics features and
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make the systems more secure. However, these techniques are limited due to require additional overheads
(devices and time). Our method do not need to use biometrics features compared with other
systems to avoid the overhead which mentioned above. A lot of applications such as (PIN personal
identification number, ATM automated teller machine suffering from the attacks which may occur. This is
why many banks warnings the customers when they deal with such these systems. These systems are not safe
since they can be attacked by other parties. This research develops PAC-RMPN paper to be more efficient
and to be more secure.
Our suggestion is that the short number is very easy to use and remember, but we should find a
method to protect this password from expected eavesdropping. So, one solution is presented in this paper,
when the password is used only once for each session. Additionally, to be the scheme more secure should be
applying the mutual authentication between the users for getting the authorized users by using
Diffie-Hellman as well as, combination password with RMPN which is a one-time method to secure
the password. In RMPN, the routing is the way to determine the path over the network. This path help us to
reach the destination [20].
In the third section, we explain in details how the RMPN works to generate path which consists of
some digits to determine the bits that used in my scheme. This method is new and secure without need to
hide the password since it can be changed. The contributions of this paper can be summarized in the following
points:
a) Uses the simple password doesn't effect on the scheme since this method maintains the privacy of
passwords of users.
b) Decrease the opportunities of the attackers to compromise users, since the other side computes password
of the user independently and unique from others.
c) Applying mutual authentication to make the scheme more secure for accessing the authorized users only.

2.

EXISTING PROBLEM
Password is very important issue in many applications related to the websites and some applications.
This password should prevent illegal users when the users deal with their data over internet. The users when
visit different websites they use the same credentials. However, these credentials may be compromised since
their data has stored by websites. In other words, any attacker try to get credential which belong to the users,
surly he can involve it for other websites [21, 22]. This reason why the users using various passwords for
diverse websites. Many papers focused about this problem and they try to get a good solutions to avoid these
risks [23]. One solution is password authentication code based RMPN. But it still vulnerable and a malicious
users. So, we should get another way for this password to be more immune and secure opposite of attackers.

3. PROPOSED SCHEME
3.1. Structure of the scheme
At the first, and user-1 before types his password, the user-1 and user-2 will agree about
the following via secrete channel according to Diffie-Hellman method [24]:
a) Primary number q.
b) Integer primary number according to q which is α.
User-1 chooses xa < q as integer random number. Then, the user-1 will computes: Ya= qxa mod q.
Then sends (Ya) to user-b. When the user-2 receives this value and also he chooses integer random number
xb < q he computes: Yb= qxb mod q, h(Kb=Yaxb mod q) and then sends (h(Kb=Yaxb mod q), Yb)) to the user-1.
Now, user-1 computes: h(Ka=Ybxa.mod q) If the h(Ka=Ybxa. mod q)=h(Kb=Yaxb mod q) so the first
authenticated is applied and go to the next step, otherwise, stop the password authentication.
In next step, RMPN is an important algorithm to determine the path which used in my method,
so we should explain this algorithm to be more clear to the reader. This work can be described as follows:
the user---i (Ui) generates a simple password which consists of six digits (0-9) during the login stage.
Upon receiving the password, the Uj does some processes on this password based RMPN to generate new
value and sends it to the Ui for comparing it with his value to confirm the Uj is not impersonate.
In message passing network the routing is the way to determine the path over the network. This path
help us to reach the destination. Here in my method, the path taken by the password of the U1 depending on
the RMPN algorithm. The example bellow explains how the RMPN works and how can get the path [20].
General RMPN idea is explained in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. General idea of RMPN
For instance, S=S5,S4,……,S1,S0 denoted to the source node, and the D=D5,D4,…..,D1,D0
denoted to the destination node. The first step in this algorithm is the apply XOR operation on the Source S
and destination D using six digits, R=S(+)D to get the result R which represents the digits of the path that
determined to reach the destination D. For example, the source S=10 that is mean in binary number 001010
and D=39 which represent 100111 in binary number. So, the result R will be 101101 that is mean in this
algorithm the message should be sent to the D dimensions 0, 2, 3, and 5 to reach the destination D.
So, the operations bellow determine the route according to the dimensions of D destination.
3.2. Details of the results above
10(001010) XOR with the binary number of 5 digit from the path above, so
001010 (+) 100000 where the fifth digit should be 1 and the rest are 0. After that the result XOR
with binary number of 3 so, the operation will be
101010 (+) 001000 and so on. Note that the order of the binary number according to the concluded
path will be start with 0. So the results will be as follows:
001010 (+) 100000 the result is 101010, where 001010=10, and 100000 for 5 digit,
here the algorithm put 1 just for five digit as a binary number consists of 6 digits.
101010 (+) 001000 for 3 digit, the last digit in the path is o which will be in the six binary number is
000001 and the final result is 100111. Table 1 describes the equations with the operations depending on
the position of digits.
The common notations in Table 2 will be used to explain the symbols in the Figure 3. It is very
important to explain this method structure with two components, the first one is User---1 (U1) and the second
is User---2 (U2). U1 uses simple password PWD consists of 6 digits where (0 ≤ PWD ≤ 9) without using any
further features. The block diagram which is used in this scheme to determine digits path shown in Figure 2.

Table 1. Describe the equations of RMPN
Equation
R1=001010
(+)100000
R2= R1 (+)001000
R3= R2(+)000100
R4= R3(+)000001

Operation with the Position of digit
XOR the S with The fifth
position
XOR the R1 with The third position
XOR the R2 with The second position
XOR the R3 with The first position

Table 2. Notifications of Figure 3
Symbol
U1
U2
PWD
FR

Definition
The user 1
The user 1
Password of U1
The final result after xor-ing the values

Then, XOR the R1 with R2 to get R3 and XOR R3 with the result of R4 and so on, to get the final Rn
which sent to the U1 to prove the password authentication code. In the next subsection bellow I describe
the method in details.
E-PAC: efficient password authentication code based RMPN method and... (Salah H. Abbdal Refish)
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Figure 2. Block diagram to determine digits path

3.3. Analysis of the scheme
When the user---1 (u1) enter the password: 0 0 8 0 2 0. The user---2 (u2) do the SUM operation on
the password which entered by u1. After that, u2 converts the decimal number to 6-bits binary number.
So, the 6-bits of 10 decimal number is 001010. I used the S=001010 and the SN is 100111. The next step is to
XOR (S With SN):R1=S (+) SN (applying RMPN).
R1=101101

(1)

As (RMPN) I take the positions which have the one's only. So, (5, 3, 2, 0 from left to right) are
the bits which used in this method to complete the algorithm for securing the password as follows:
001010 (+) 100000=101010

(2)

101010 (+) 001000=100010

(3)

100010 (+) 000100=100110

(4)

100110 (+) 000001=100111

(5)

After that:
(2) XOR (3): R2=101010 (+)100010=001000

(6)

(6) XOR (4): R3=001000 (+) 100110=101110

(7)

(7) XOR (5): R4=101110 (+)100111=001001

(8)

Finally, XOR R4 with R1: 001001 (+)101101=100100

(9)

The final result is: (FR= 100100)
The u2 will apply hash algorithm [14] to hash FR and then sends hashed code h(HFR|| h(Kb=Yaxb
mod q)) to the u1. The u1 apply this algorithm to confirm the u2 is second authenticated or not (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. E-PAC structure

4.

SECURITY ANALUSIS
In this section, the security features are supported in this scheme as follows:

4.1. Mutual authentication
Means that an attacker cannot impersonate the actual Ui. In this work, two factors used as
authentication between Ui and Uj. Additionally, an attacker is not able to conclude (HFR). This is
unforgeability because it uses a hash function. (A hash function can be involved to uniquely generate secure
data. The hash function is collision-resistant, which means that it is very difficult to get information that will
compute the same hash value. Authentication of Ui to Uj is by using the shared key (sn), therefore an attacker
cannot learn the secret key between Ui and Uj. As well as, an attacker cannot get (ri ), that should be equal to
(FR). Here, there are two steps for authentication. The first one will be prove as follows:
Ybxa mod q=Yaxbmod q?
(α xb mod q)xa mod q=
(αxb)xa mod q=
αxbxa mod q=
(αxa)xbmod q=
(αxa mod q)xbmod q= Yaxbmod q
And the second authentication is the value of HFR will be hashed with the value of the Uj which is
h(Kb=Yaxb mod q).
E-PAC: efficient password authentication code based RMPN method and... (Salah H. Abbdal Refish)
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4.2. MITM (Man-In-The-Middle) attack
This attack indicates that an attacker can able to intercept the message between the users. After that,
this attacker replaces this message with his own message. The attacker use this attack when the user signs out
the applications. In my method, the value which sent to the user is secure since applying hash function on the
generated value. Computing the ri is through the generation data (R1, R2, ……., R9) after getting it from the
specific positions ri. These selected data becomes useless when Ui signs off the application. So, an attacker
spotting communication between Ui and Uj cannot know ri which are used only once after applying RMPN;
thus he is not able to compute FR. Nevertheless, when Ui signs out the application, an attacker couldn't
generate both factors to impersonate the actual user. So, our scheme can resist MITM.
4.3. Our method hinder the replay and dictionary attacks
In the authentication process, Uj generates the hash value for the each passwords logged. The values
of sn and ri make our scheme more secure because it is known only by Uj and Ui. The sn and ri values are
used to prevent the dictionary attacks since it uses one time for each authentication process. In the final step
of authentication process, Uj sends HFR to Ui for avoiding the replay attack. So, when Ui computes HFR
which will be hashed with the value of the Uj (h(Kb=Yaxb mod q)) and compares it with his secret HFR he
will know the Uj is authenticated or not.

5.

PERFORMACE SCHEME
This work has tested to know the efficiency of our method. The differences of performance for
scheme [1] and E-PAC as shown in the Figure 4 and Figure 5. Additionally, the average time for
the authentication processes in this method is equal to 0.022319 seconds for each user compares with the last
one which is equal to 0.005282 that refer to high speed and the difference is very little.

Figure 4. Performance of old proposal [1]

Figure 5. Performance of new E-PAC proposal

6.

CONCLUSION
Efficient Password Authentication Code (E-PAC) is an approach assists to distinguish
the unauthorized users do not allow to access a restricted resources such as printers, programs, files,…, etc.
The password should be secret key that no one could guess. In this paper, a one solution to the era long
problem password Authentication at incoming level is presented. E-PAC based RMPN and Diffie-Hellman is
a new method to secure the password. RMPN determines the positions of bits which sent to reach
the destination D. Our method regenerates a new code each authentication session based RMPN and
Diffie-Helman that is convincingly more secure against both online and offline attacks. This technique makes
the user to be free-worry about his short password since the return value is hashed code based two-factors.
This method introduced for one time password authentication system. The scheme is protected from different
attackers. Two factors and encrypted password presented in this work for preventing more attackers and to be
more secure.
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